NO ROOM FOR THE "IN"

CLUE: Sobriety?  

ANSWER: EBRIATION

ACROSS

1  Sentry's call
5  Navigate
9  Nobelist Wiesel
10  Forearm bone
11  Rod's companion
12  Broad: Comb. form
13  A shot that causes illness?
15  Here: French
16  Ungratifyingly?
22  Nebraska Indian
23  Indian butter
24  -- T R A P
25  Mona --
26  Type of prof.
27  French river

DOWN

1  Leander's beloved
2  Actor Guinness
3  In --- of
4  Stupid?
5  In a gracious manner?
6  Jai ---
7  Common preposition
8  Past participle of lie
14  High card
16  Mrs. Copperfield
17  Colorado Indians
18  Clark's friend
19  That's companion
20  --- majesty
21  One revolution